
Inspired by the shapes of traditional Japanese 
garden tools, Foku is a full upholstery lounge 
chair made of simple geometric shapes merged 
into a sculptural furniture design. Foku meaning 
fork in Japanese, is a reference to the traditional 
rake tools used in Japanese Zen gardens for cen-
turies. The fork, used to gently create minimalistic 
lines and waves in the sand, is reinterpreted into 
the fluted seat of the Foku chair. Several layers of 
carefully chosen foam types is combined to en-
sure a soft and highly comfortable seating expe-
rience, as well as emphasizing the sculptural and 
voluminous shapes of the chair. Foku comes in 
Off-White Bouclé and a Taupe fabric from Sun-
proof. The Taupe Sunproof fabric is suitable for 
both indoor and outdoor use. The fabric is highly 
resistant towards stains, water and sunlight. As 
well as very easy to clean.

Designed by Kristian Sofus Hansen & Tommy 
Hyldahl.

Product no: 233003

Type: Chair

Designer / Year of design: 
Kristian Sofus Hansen & Tommy Hyldahl, 2022

Colour:  Off-White 
Material: Bouclé

Care instructions: Use a clean, damp cloth to soak up the 
liquid. Do not scrub the cloth and grind the stain into the fabric 
this will damaging the surface of the fabric. For the best results 
gently dab and lift the stains. For slightly more stubborn stains 
and, a mild detergent can be used. Never use a scourer as this 
will damage the surface of the bouclé. Use the soft side of a 
white colored cloth. Bouclé furniture is not suited to places in 
direct sunlight as the fabric can become sun damaged.

Dimensions: L60/ W92/ H70 CM
Weight capacity: 180 Kgs

Country of origin: CN
Product weight: 26 Kgs

Packaging:
Dimensions: L97/ W66/ H72 CM
Total weight incl. product: 29,5 Kgs
Number of parcels: 1
Material: Brown cardboard 92 CM
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